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card café
      easy and fun card folding tricks BY ALL ISON COPE

With a few well-placed scores and some clever embellishing ideas,  
you can transform the traditional "folded-in-half" card into an  
interactive greeting in no time.

 happy bird day

double z fold
1 Trim 5.25”x12” piece from navy cardstock. Score at 2”, 4”, 8” and 10”. Fold 

second score in and first score out. Fold third score in and fourth score 
out. The second and fourth folds will meet in center.

2 Trim two 1.75”x5” pieces from yellow patterned paper, and adhere to top 
of font panels of card, centered. Trim a 3.75"x4" piece of yellow patterned 
paper and adhere it to inside center of the card.

3 Trim two 1.625”x4.875” pieces from blue patterned paper.
4 Trim a 3.25”x3” piece from copy paper. Tear the following 1/4” strips: blue 

(3), light blue (6), and vellum (2); Layer and adhere strips to copy paper, 
with torn edges visible. Trim two curved pieces from kraft cardstock 
(islands). Position one on left and one on lower right side. Trim excess 
paper from the right, left and bottom edges. Trim copy paper piece in 
half at 1.625" and adhere pieces to front panels of card, just below blue 
patterned paper.
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                                                 turn the page for folding how-tos!

5 Trim sky paper to 3.5”x4.75”. Trim two curved pieces from kraft cardstock. 
Adhere to bottom of sky piece and trim away excess. Adhere assembly 
to yellow patterned paper on inside panel.t

6 Stamp three parrot/tree images on smooth, white cardstock using black 
ink. Colour one full image and two additional palm trees using markers, 
pencils or your choice of medium. Trim out images and adhere to card as 
shown.

7 Die cut sun from patterned paper (orange and yellow). Layer and adhere 
in center. Die cut scalloped circle from white cardstock and stamp senti-
ment in center. Adhere sentiment to center of sun using foam adhesive. 
Adhere sun to card, only applying adhesive to portion of sun that at-
taches to card.

8 Apply glitter glue to sentiment and vellum waves.
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 and away we go
1 Trim 4.25”x11” and 4.25”x5.5” pieces from kraft cardstock. Score, fold and 

assemble pieces as shown on right.
2 Trim 4.25”x5.5” piece from orange patterned paper and adhere to inside of 

card.
3 Apply adhesive to top surface of quarter panel and adhere 4.25”x5.5” 

kraft piece, aligning with the top edge.
4 Trim 4.25”x5.5” piece from blue paper. Trim 4.125”x5.375” from striped pat-

terned paper and adhere to center of blue piece .
5 Trim 1.5”x4.125” piece from red patterned paper. Adhere to striped piece, 

2.5” down from top.
6 Trim 2.75”x4.875” piece from wood grain patterned paper, and dovetail 

cut end. Trim 2.875”x5” piece from blue patterned paper. Mat wood grain 
piece, centered, on blue piece, and trim end of blue piece in same dove-
tail design. Add faux stitching. Adhere piece to left side of card top. 

7 Die cut ship wheel from patterned kraft cardstock.
8 Die cut 3" circle from white cardstock and stamp and colour according to 

directions at right.
9 Adhere stamped circle to ship wheel using foam adhesive and adhere to 

wood grain piece. Thread button using twine and adhere button as shown.
10 Trim 12”x1.5” piece from blue cardstock. Punch length of one edge using 

wave punch, and cut into two pieces measuring 4.25" in length. Trim two 
4.25”x.5” pieces from red patterned paper. Trim 1”x4.25” piece from kraft 
patterned cardstock.

11 Adhere kraft piece to bottom of orange paper. Layer red paper strip to 
center of kraft and add stitching. Adhere blue wave border above kraft.

12 Adhere the last piece of polka dot paper to the last blue wavy paper 
and add faux stitching dots. Score along top of second blue wave border 
and adhere to inside of card. Layer second red patterned paper strip to 
wave border and add faux stitching. Adhere die cut sentiment.

supplies CARDSTOCK, Avery Elle, Bazzill Basics; PATTERNED PAPER, BUTTON, DIE CUT, Fancy 
Pants Designs; STAMPS, Taylored Expressions; INK, Stampin' Up!; DIE CUT FILE, Silhouette ; 
PAPER PUNCH, Fiskars; ADHESIVE, Scor-Pal, Scotch

 seashore memories
1 Trim 5.5"x8.5” piece from navy cardstock. Score and fold as shown at right.
2 Trim two 4.125”x5.375” pieces from cream cardstock.
3 Die cut large scallop border from right side of one piece of cream card-

stock, 1” from right edge.
4 Stamp shells on top and bottom of cream cardstock pieces using beige 

ink. Adhere scalloped piece to right panel of card base, against left edge.
5 Trim 1.5”x5.375” piece from star patterned paper. 
6 Die cut round tag from navy cardstock. Stamp anchor on white card-

stock, trim and adhere to tag. Thread twine through tag and adhere tag 
to star piece using foam adhesive. Secure ends of twine to back of star.

7 Adhere star piece to right side of card base, tucking left edge under scal-
loped edge of cream cardstock. 

8 Trim 3.25”x4.125” piece from yellow patterned paper. Trim top at angle 
from top left corner down to 1” from bottom of right corner. Adhere to 
bottom of second piece of cream cardstock. 

9 Trim 1.5”x4.125” piece from red patterned paper. Trim top at angle as 
shown. Adhere to bottom of yellow piece. Zig zag stitch along seams of 
patterned paper. Score cream piece at 2.125” and adhere to left side of 
card base, lining up scored folds. 

10 Trace outer edge of “seashore memories” chipboard frame on light blue 
paper and trim out shape. Tear 1/4” strip from blue paper, vellum and 
kraft cardstock. Adhere strips to light blue piece, positioning kraft piece 
just above base of chipboard frame window, creating beach scene.

11 Stamp umbrella on white cardstock, star paper and striped paper using 
black ink. Trim umbrella sections from patterned paper umbrellas and 
adhere to white umbrella as shown. Trim umbrella out and tape a tooth-
pick to back. Adhere to blue piece using foam adhesive. Adhere chipboard 
frame to blue piece using foam adhesive.

12 Adhere completed frame to card at an angle, only applying adhesive to 
area that attaches to left panel.

supplies CARDSTOCK, Bazzill Basics; PATTERNED PAPER, PHOTO FRAME, Fancy Pants 
Designs; INK, Stampin' Up!, Tsukineko; STAMPS, Taylored Expressions, Stampin' Up!; DIES, 
Spellbinders; TWINE, Darice; ADHESIVE, Scotch; OTHER, toothpick
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single z fold
easel fold
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